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THINK

Our inner thoughts shape our outside life.
Do not worry about what others think. Focus on you and be your best!
Look at how your thoughts impact your life. How can you change them?

Believe in YOURSELF, try YOUR hardest, and achieve
YOUR best!

BELIEVE

Don't limit yourself by negative thoughts.
If at first you don't succeed, try again!
Whatever you think and believe you will become,
believe it to achieve it!

ACHIEVE

Wanting to be the best is not the same as wanting to be your best - focus on
what you want, not what others want.
Be-Zing provides the tools to help you be your best:

This is about believing in yourself, projecting our goodness onto others
and remembering that you are perfect just the way you are!
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Welcome to the Be-Zing family, Alex!

When you activate your
account, you will arrive on this
page. Then set a password
and hit create account.

Your personal statement

Password (Minimum 8 characters).

Repeat Password
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Once you have logged in, click on
the avatar box above your name
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HI, ALEX

ALEX H
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Save details
Edit your personal statement

This is where you set up
your profile.

New Password (Minimum 8 characters).

Click on the box above
your name to choose
your avatar, symbolic of
your strengths!

Repeat password

ION
AFFIRMAT
ANIMALS

The affirmation animals are symbolic of your own
personal skills and powers!
Which one of our friendly mascots will you choose for your avatar?

COURAGEOUS LION
King of the jungle. A natural leader! Courageous Lion
faces challenges heads-on. Nothing stops Lion from
following his dreams!

RESILIENT ELEPHANT
Resilient Elephant never forgets! Elephant has a tough outer
skin but is soft on the inside. Symbolising resilience and
personal growth. Our greatest glory is rising from our falls.

ENERGETIC JAGUAR
Energetic Jaguar represents speed and energy. Skills
include all physical activity. Passion is energy. Feel the
power that comes from focusing on what excites you!

MINDFUL BUNNY
Symbolic of demonstrating harmony and perfection of love
and life! Mindful of others as well as carrying out everything
with a sense of well-being, awareness and purpose.

LEADING DEER
King of the forest. Leading Deer symbolises leadership,
guidance and instinct. Showing appreciation and respect
to gain positive results.

FOCUSED GIRAFFE
Focused Giraffe see's the bigger picture as well as from an
optimistic angle. Giraffe remains focused on goals with an
open mind and determination!

CURIOUS MONKEY
Curious Monkey is symbolic of trying new things with
excitement and enthusiasm! Monkey is accepting of
challenges and fast at learning!

HUMUROUS HYENA
Humurous Hyena represents humour. Hyena is able to make
the best out of situations, lifting others up through humour
and good spirit - even in difficult times.

WISE OWL
Wise Owl is symbolic of expanding and developing
knowledge. This knowledge is used in a significant way,
turning knowledge into wisdom.

PERSEVERING BEAVER
Persevering Beaver symbolises hard work and perseverance.
Beaver takes pride in work, especially personal projects!

INDEPENDENT CAT
Independent cat symbolises independence and freedom to
follow their own path. Cat is trusting in their own opinions
whilst representing faith and mystery.

CREATIVE EAGLE
A sign of creativity, appreciation, freedom of expression
and spirit. Soaring through creative skills such as art,
music and drama.

RESOURCEFUL CAMEL
Resourceful Camel symbolises hard work and
perseverance. Camel takes pride in work, especially
personal projects!

CHARITABLE DONKEY
Charitable Donkey carries the weight of others. Donkey
demonstrates kindness, support and charitable work. It’s the
small things that count - noticing when someone needs
support and taking time to listen.

TEAM-PLAYER WOLF
Symbolic of being a sociable team player.
Communication, social and emotional skills are strengthened
when working as part of a team.

LOYAL DOG
Demonstrating loyalty to all those loved. Loyal Dog is easily
forgiving to themselves and others for mistakes. Living life
with love, friendship, loyalty, compassion, and spontaneity.
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The wheel of Zing sits in the centre of the
app, divided into 8 sections, each
representing a different area of life. For
balance, fulfilment and wellbeing, all
sections must be attended to equally!

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

The Be-Zing mascots are working in pairs
to help you complete your wheel of zing!
All areas of the wheel must be attended to
equally. Complete activities, challenges
and tasks and watch your wheel shine!

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Facing our fears helps us to grow.

Courageous Lion faces

fears which helps in developing a growth mindset, becoming
a person of action, change, and success.

Resilient Elephant continues to learn from falls and mistakes
which is equally as important as this trait helps us to grow
stronger!

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

HEALTH
Health is about a clear mind released of stress, the food we put
into our body, and the movement and exercise we do!

Mindful Bunny asks you to take time out to mentally plan and
visualise your day, consciously eat good whilst maintaining a
balanced diet.

Energetic Jaguar asks you to embrace your energy, passion
and drive, whilst keeping fit, and your body active.

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

LEADERSHIP
In every day life, the development of life skills helps us to find
new ways of thinking as well as problem solving.

Leading Deer demonstrates good leadership skills, whilst
creating a vision and motivating others.

Focused Giraffe shows perception which is just as important
because perception keeps us connected to the world!

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

REST AND RECREATION
Balancing rest with recreation helps to boost our creativity,
energy and productivity.

Curious Monkey will give everything a go and always shows
enthusiasm to new tasks and projects - finding the best in
every situation.

Humorous Hyena enjoys building through fun unforgettable
memories through fun times

wish you were here
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WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

EDUCATION
We all strive to learn new things and each lesson makes us more
knowledgeable.

Wise Owl asks us to turn our knowledge into wisdom. In School
our life lessons requires constant learning, alongside consistent
hard work to thrive and do our best.

Persevering Beaver works alongside Wise Owl, saying hard work
and perseverance gets the best results!

GREAT
HIPS
PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

CREATIVITY
Creativity is a way of living life that embraces originality and
makes unique connections between ideas.

Independent cat is needed as true creativity requires you to
independently find your unique self – rather than following a
plan of others whilst

Creative Eagle

lets creative ideas soar with the freedom of expression.
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WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

CHARITY
To be truly happy we have to feel there is purpose and good in
the things we do. We feel more reward from giving than
receiving.

Charitable Donkey reminds us to do what we can to help
others and the world we live in, whilst Resourceful Camel asks
us to look at what resources we have available to us to give
back.

These could be our passion for the cause that motivates and
drives us to help.

GREAT
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PARTNERS

WORKING TOGETHER IN HARMONY

SOCIAL SKILLS
Social skills and loyalty are important because they are the
foundation for having positive relationships with others!

Team Player Wolf believes that communication, social and
emotional skills are strengthened when working as part of a
team.

Loyal Dog is easily forgiving to themselves and others

for mistakes. Living life with love, friendship, loyalty,
compassion, and spontaneity.

PERSONAL
IONS
AFFIRMAT

Write a statement which helps you to stay positive and believe in yourself.
Avoid negative words and keep it in the present tense - this is about
motivating yourself in your daily life.
A good way to start is by focusing on something you need to work on. Write
this in a positive way!

For example,
if you struggle with getting
work done:
'I can be good at whatever I put
my mind to. I must persevere
and do my best!'

Another example,
if you struggle with meeting
new people for the first time:
'I am naturally self-confident
and comfortable with myself
and these are just parts of who
I am'.

Once you have decided on your affirmation, it should be written on your personal profile
page, underneath your avatar picture. Your personal affirmation can be updated regularly
to challenge personal struggles as they arise.

SELF-BELIEF
"Self-Belief is my
superpower! I believe I
can do what I set my
heart to".

TRUST
"I can listen to myself,
and trust myself and my
judgement".

MOOD
How are you feeling today?

ZING

HAPPY

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

See my mood chart

SAD

Add some notes

Save mood

This is the page where you click on the MOOD you are feeling and add
some notes why, helping you to identify what affects your mood.

ANGRY

SET
A
GOAL

MAKE
A
PLAN

STICK
TO
IT

REACH
GOAL

GOALS
Goals are small steps to help reach dreams. They can
also be steps to overcome a fear or limiting belief.
Most importantly they must be personal to the zinger.

Every goal must be S.M.A.R.T
A SMART goal is used to help guide goal setting.
SMART is an acronym that stands for Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic, and Timely

SPECIFIC - Well defined, clear, and unambiguous.

MEASURABLE - With specific criteria that measures
progress toward the accomplishment of the goal.

ACHIEVABLE - Attainable and not
impossible to achieve.

REALISTIC - Within reach, realistic, and relevant
TIMELY - With a clearly defined timeline, including a
starting date and a target date.

Follow these steps and be rewarded with success and self belief. Ready to
set new exciting challenges and push the boundaries? Getting them close to
reaching bigger dreams and extraordinary achievements.

I want to improve my running speed by 30 seconds
over 3 months
I will source a running watch to record my speed.
I will join a running club.
I will enter one race a month.

I want to make my own movie using my phone and other apps for my
birthday next month.
I will write the script.
I will decide who will be in my movie and allocate roles.
I will invite everyone to tske part and check availability.
I will plan and source the props needed for my movie.
I will video record and edit the movie.

GOALS
Name your goal

I will make s movie with my friends
using iMovie.

Give details of your goal

HI, ALEX

When I have my birthday party we
will make a zombie movie.

I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Share goal with your supporter

Add goal completion date

Save Goal

End date (yyyy-mm-dd)

12/10/2021

This is the GOALS page. They must
be

Steps

S.M.A.R.T

I will invite my friends over to make a
movie.
Ensure you make a completion
date, write at least 3-5 steps on
how you will achieve your goal, and
don't forget to save and share it
with your supporter!

I will write a script and allocate parts.
I will get my friends to make
costumes.
I will research special effects.
will get my Dad to record and I will
do the editing.

DREAMS
Name your dream

Give details of your dream

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Share dream with your supporter

Save Dream

You must look at your dreams and ambitions,
and what you want to achieve in the future. This
could be anything from a skill or a course to
make,learn and do. Add as much detail as
possible to help visualise your dream!

RESOURCES
Name your resource

Link

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Upload your picture
Save resource

Share resources with your
supporter

Once you have decided on your dream, and have set
goals, you can use your resources page to help
support you in making them achievable.
The resources page is your mood board of ideas
For example, links to websites, inspiring
photographs, books and courses you want to try!

ACHIEVEMENTS
Name your achievement

Give details of your achievement

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Upload your picture
Save achievement

Share your achievement with your
supporter

Your achievement gallery is a picture gallery of all
the wonderful things you have made, written, photos
of achievements and certificates. Anything that has
made you proud!

GRATITUDE
Name your gratitude

Give details of your gratitude

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Upload your picture
Save gratitude

Share your gratitude with your
supporter

The gratitude page is a great way to show
appreciation for everything!
From people, opportunities and experiences. If
possible, upload a photograph of your gratitude.

PROUNDTS
MOME
I add old and new moments as they
come along, as a reminder of things I
have achieved!

I made a garden den out of
sticks

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Save moment

I made some beautiful cakes
for Grandmas birthday

I was picked for the
Schools
football team

By writing a list of things you have
achieved and are proud of, we can
start to gradually strengthen our
sense of pride and self-belief. Each
time you add a proud moment to
your list, you can reward yourself
with a spirit animal badge symbolic
of your achievement.

I was brave for the zip
wire

PROUNDTS
MOME
Name your moment

Give details of your moment

HI, ALEX
I am very funny and like to see the
bright side of things. I am good at
cheering people up.

Save moment

Change proud icon

Share moment with your supporter

ALL
DONE!
WELCOME TO THE BE-ZING FAMILY

LETS GET STARTED!

